Everything About Scanmarket Is Easy

Choosing a Strategic Sourcing platform is difficult. You have many choices but also many requirements, stakeholders and goals. Since 1999, Scanmarket has specialized in making the difficult, easy. That also goes for making your solution evaluation process easy with a clearly unique solution. Let us help you spend less time choosing a platform and more time actually getting value from it.

"Scanmarket is as an easy-to-use and easy-to-implement platform and Scanmarket’s consultants are helpful and really easy to get in touch with, thanks to their Quick Call functionality!"

A Solution That Supports Your Entire Sourcing Process

- **Spend Analysis** - to better understand your spend so you can make better decisions
- **eRFx** - to collect, organize and evaluate detailed information and qualify new & existing supply sources
- **eAuction** – to conduct dynamic negotiations
- **Contract Management** – to create and maintain a single, centralized repository for your commitments
- **Supply Base Management** – to create a “single source of truth” on all your supplier information
- **Project Management** – to help structure processes and gain better visibility of your sourcing projects
# What Makes Scanmarket Different?

## Faster Time to Value
- Cloud platform designed to go live in less than 5 hours to deliver rapid results.
- Positive ROI in as little as one event.
- Well documented savings - statistics show savings of 6-16% as compared to current vendor pricing.

## User-friendly Platform
- Truly intuitive solutions.
- Most users don’t need formal training.
- 90% decrease in bidder and supplier support inquiries.
- No supplier or stakeholder login requirements.

## Unique Support
- Not just a Help Desk - unique Quick Call functionality connects you & your suppliers to our eSourcing experts on demand.
- 85% of all calls are answered within 1 minute; 95% within 5 minutes

## Agile Development
- Roadmap developed based on user needs and feedback.
- New system releases every 3 months.
- ISO 27001 Certification.

## Change Management
- All engagements start with business planning and goal setting.
- Formal, structured quarterly review meetings keep your program on track.
- Comprehensive usage and results reporting.

## Proven Capabilities
- Secure, reliable platform with 99.9% availability.
- Platform UI available in 21 languages.
- 19+ years of experience in delivering eSourcing software.
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# 300+ Customers Globally Agree With Us!
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